Join us

Tuesday, March 19, 2019

Refreshments: 5:00 p.m. • Presentations: 5:30 p.m.
Video Conference to Room 1113
Dr. Murray O’Neil Medical Education Centre, Windsor

NEW FORMAT • FLASH TALK
5 MINUTES • 5 SLIDES

This colloquium showcases the work of Schulich Medicine students and feature their recent work in the history of medicine.

SPECIAL PRESENTATION BY:
History of Medicine Selection (Year 4) Medical Students – Group Presentation
“Why Studying Medical History May Make Me a Better Doctor”

PRIZES TO BE AWARDED FOR BEST PRESENTATIONS:
Content – Approach to topic; Research evidence; Analysis and Argument
Presentation – Engagement; Flow; Organization and Appearance of slides

For more information: www.schulich.uwo.ca/historymedicine